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Marking machine  Model M3E 

 
 

Handheld marking machine, type M3E, is able to mark on wires, cables, heat shrinking tubes 
and PVC tubes, as well as on nylon or Teflon materials.  

The arrangement of heated character wheels above a colour foil tape, allow the marking of 
up to 7 signs on your individual material. According to this procedure you can achieve a 
permanent, detachable, distinctive and professional marking. Model M3E is used on shop 

floors and for small or middle-sized production lots. 

Marked samples 

 

(Standard-)Colour foil tapes

 

Accessoires 

 

Label holder M52-17 

 

 

Fixation for cable 

markers 

 

 

MBS-10 

 

 

Tube guide 

(inner-Ø: 4, 6, 7, 8 and 

10,5mm) 
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Marking machine  Model M3E 

With Hotmarker Model M3E, you can easily mark cables, tubes and other PVC-components. 
It is an easy to handle tool for permanent marking. This model can mark up to 7 characters 
(letters or numbers) permanently on cable, tubes, heat shrinking tubes, PVC-Components, 
labels, cable ties, teflon or nylon components. 
Your individual marking is done within a few seconds. 
 
Standard colours are black, white, red and yellow. Other colours upon request. Please ask 

for our list of colour foil tapes. 

Quick change character wheel system 
 
The quick-change character wheel system 
allows any combination of letters and numbers 
within a few seconds, through rotation. 

 
 

Standard character wheel 
arrangement 

 
 

For marking on round cables, we recommend 
character wheels type C (curved). 

 
For marking on flat materials, we recommend 
character wheels of type F (flat). 

Character size:  

Standard-character size: 2,4x2,4mm 
Special character size: 

1,8x1,8mm (horizontal) 
1,2x1,2mm (horizontal) 
1,8x0,9mm (vertical) 

 

Standard-set consists of: 

 
1x marking machine M3E with connection 
cable and 7-character wheels, 1 colour foil 
tape black for PVC, 1 transformer 230V, 
1 tube guide, 1 carrying box, completely 
ready to use. 

Technical features: 

 
Input Voltage: 
Standard-transformer: 230VAC 
Special transformer upon request. 
 
Output Voltage: 10V 
 
Heater: 22W/150°C (Max) 
 
Weight of hand tool: 850g 
 
Length of tool: 280 mm 
Amount of character wheels: 7 

 
Further details and product videos, you can 
find on our website. 
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